GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
B. A. IN LIBERAL STUDIES
(40 3-credit courses PLUS 3 1-credit Physical Education Courses)

Name___________________________ ___________________  ___   LIBERAL STUDIES (B. A.)
Last        First     I.    MAJOR

1. GENERAL EDUCATION CORE
   A. BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
   1. Composition and Rhetoric:
      EN 103 ______
      EN 104 _____
   2. Physical Education Courses:
      PE 100 ______
      PE Activities (Select two): ______  ______
   B. CULTURAL LITERACY:
   1. Humanities 1&2 (Preferably select one set: HI 201-202, PO 201-202, HI 213-214; HI 262 may also be selected for Hum 2; HI 201-202 or 213-214 strongly encouraged)
      ______  ______
   2. Humanities 3: Great Works of Art & Music
      (Select one: FA 330 - 370)
      ______
   3. Humanities 4: Great Works of Literature
      (See Bulletin - EN, PO, SP, PL, TH)
      ______
   4. Foreign Language/World Cultures (two)
      Satisfied by the major

C. MODES OF THINKING:
   1. Literature (Select one: EN 110, 112, 115)
      ______
   2. Mathematics:
      (Select one: MA 109, 110, 111, 112, 121; be aware of pre-requisites)
      ______
   2. Natural Science: (Select one: BI 209, 210, 211, 242; CH 209; PH 209)
      ______
   4. Philosophy: PL 109
      ______
   5. Social Sciences Social Sciences (Select one: CJ 109, EC 209, EC 112, PO 103, PO 109, PS 109, or SO 109):
      ______
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D. CHRISTIAN VALUES AND THEOLOGY
   1. Catholic Theology (TH 109) ______
   2. Intermediate Theology
      (Select any 200 or 300 level course) ______
   3. Values Seminar (Select one: CH 475, CS 475, MG 475, NU 475, PL 475, PO 475, PS 475, TH 475, et al.) ______

2. MAJOR
   1. PL 225 ______
   2. One 200 level HI (excluding 201, 202, 203) ______
      Three 300 level HI (excluding 399) ______
   3. ______  4._______  5._______
      Two One 300 level EN
      6._______  7. ______
   8. One 300 level CM or additional EN ______
   9. One of the following: MA 260; EC 209, 210 ______
   10. One 300 level PL (300-level equivalent at LVAIC institution preferred; or 300-level PL chosen with permission of program director) ______
   11. One 200/300 level PO course (excluding PO 201 and PO 202) ______
   12. Two semesters of the same foreign language ______
   13. One FA music in addition to Humanities 3 ______
   14. One FA art/art history in addition to Humanities 3 ______
   15. Capstone Research Project (EN 485, HI 399, HI 401, or Independent Study) ______

3. ELECTIVES: As needed to complete 40-course Requirement (LS students are encouraged to think creatively in utilizing electives. Intermediate language courses, study abroad and internships are highly recommended; additional humanities department courses are strongly encouraged. Students are also urged to take full advantage of LVAIC offerings.)
   ______  ______  ______  ______
   ______  ______  ______  ______
   ______  ______  ______  ______
## Typical Program for LIBERAL STUDIES MAJOR (B. A.)

### FALL SEMESTER

**FIRST YEAR**

- Composition and Rhetoric I (EN 103)
- Social Science MOT
- Foreign Language 1
- Humanities 1 (HI 201 or 213 recommended)
- Major Course
- Lifetime Fitness and Wellness (PE 100)

**SPRING SEMESTER**

- Composition and Rhetoric II (EN 104)
- Philosophy MOT (PL 109)
- Foreign Language 2
- Humanities 2 (HI 202 or 214 recommended)
- Major Course
- Physical Education (Activity)

### SECOND YEAR

- Math MOT
- Literature MOT
- Major Course
- Major Course
- Elective
- Physical Education (Activity)

**SECOND SEMESTER**

- Catholic Theology (Th 109)
- Major Course
- Major Course
- Elective

### THIRD YEAR

- Intermediate Theology (200/300)
- Humanities 3 (Fine Arts)
- Major Course
- Major Course
- Elective

**THIRD SEMESTER**

- Humanities 4
- Natural Science MOT
- Major Course
- Major Course
- Elective

### FOURTH YEAR

- Capstone Seminar
- Values Seminar
- Elective
- Elective
- Elective

**FOURTH SEMESTER**

- Major Course
- Major Course
- Elective
- Elective
- Elective

MOT= Modes of Thought

---
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